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A GIRO IN TRIESTE

VEGETARIAN
Christian Klinger

Felix Kucher

ORIGINAL TITLE:

ORIGINAL TITLE:

Ein Giro in Triest

Vegetarianer

crime
March 2022

fiction
March 2022

The first volume in a new series:
»The Ghosts of Trieste« (2023)
»A Corsa in Trieste« (2024)

Christian Klinger, born 1966. Picus published his novel »The Lovers from Oberdan
Square« in 2020.

Felix Kucher, born 1965. Picus published
his novels »Malcontenta«, »Kamnik« and
most recently »Escaped« (2021).

Trieste, 1914: After the assassination of archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife, their
coffins are stolen by nationalists and police officer Gaetano Lamprecht, an Austrian-Italian
and passionate cycler, is assigned to the case. His investigation pulls him deeper and deeper
into a maze of conspiracies and corruption and more often than not he is faced with lifethreatening situations which he only manages to escape due to his athletic nature.
Aside from his career, Gaetano is troubled with personal problems and his family’s abrupt
departure from Vienna…

Karl Wilhelm Diefenbach is considered one of the most popular representatives of early
vegetarianism. His infamous talks on plant-based diets, nudity and free love earn him
a questionable reputation in Munich in the 1880s, especially when he starts his own
commune in a quarry outside of the Bavarian capital. Throughout his entire life he rejects
conventional medicine, such as vaccines and relies on natural remedies instead. His
followers, lovers and children come and go, only his health issues and financial problems
stay with him constantly.

Gaetano Lamprecht’s first case: Tensions are high in Trieste on the eve of World War I and
Gaetano has to navigate between monarchists, nationalists and criminals.

Felix Kucher’s poignant portrait of a man who wants to change the world but can never live
up to his own expectations.

296 pages, hardcover
All rights available

232 pages, hardcover
All rights available
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MONGO

CHOPINHOF-BLUES
Anna Silber

Harald Darer

ORIGINAL TITLE:

ORIGINAL TITLE:
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March 2022

Chopinhof-Blues

Mongo

March 2022

Anna Silber, born 1995, grew up in Austria
and Germany. »Chopinhof-Blues« is her first
novel.

Harald Darer, born 1975. Picus published his novels »Wer mit Hunden schläft«,
»Herzkörper«, »Schnitzeltragödie« and »Blaumann« (2019).

Siblings Katja and Thilo spent the majority of their childhood in a children’s home. Now as

When Katja finds out she is pregnant, she and her husband Harry struggle to be

adults, their childhood trauma manifests itself in their problematic romantic relationships.

happy or excited. Both are terribly worried that the baby might be born with Down’s

Esra’s job as a journalist regularly takes her to the most troubled countries of the world. Her

syndrome, just like Katja’s brother Markus. Over the course of the pregnancy Harry

last story was particularly distressing and the memories haunt her long after her return home

reflects on his experience with disabled people thus far and spends a great amount of

to Berlin. Ádám and his wife Aniko left their hometown Budapest for a better life in Vienna,

time with Markus: Whether during a chaotic train-ride, a football game or a meeting

but their new start is more difficult than expected. Ádám finds solace in his friendship to

with a prostitute, Markus proves to be a challenge as well as an enormous joy for his

Daniel, who his fighting his own problems with his ex-wife…

family.

Six people, six stories: About the complexity of relationships, past trauma and what it means

A touching, powerful and funny novel on the importance of always living life to the

to be grown up.

fullest.

248 pages, hardcover

256 pages, hardcover

All rights available

All rights available
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CONVERSATIONS ON OUR PSYCHE

ALMOST IDYLLIC
Susanne Falk

Dagmar Weidinger

ORIGINAL TITLE:

ORIGINAL TITLE:

Fast ein Idyll

Unterwegs im weiten Land

fiction
April 2022

non-fiction

March 2022

Dagmar Weidinger, is a journalist, editor
and curator for »Outsider Art«.

Susanne Falk, born 1972 in Germany. Picus previously published »Anatol studiert
das Leben«, »Fast ein Märchen« and most
recently »Johanna spielt das Leben« (2021).

Follow along and see what several prominent figures get up to during the summer:

Since 2014 award-winning journalist Dagmar Weidinger has interviewed many renowned

A day on a boat does not go as planned for Percy Shelley, Marlene Dietrich mucks about with

therapists, theologists and psychoanalysts on the multiple ways to heal our psyche. The

a reporter, the emperor misfires, Marilyn Monroe spends the night with John F. Kennedy and

interviews go beyond psychological topics and include questions of philosophy, spirituality,

Cleopatra gets a little too personal with a gardener.

sociology and cultural studies. For example, Swiss psychoanalyst Verena Kast discusses our fear

Find out what scerets Jane Austen and her sister exchange in their letters and witness a

of the strange and unknown, the Windhorse-method is explained and Harville Hendrix and

peculiar meeting between Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe.

Helen LaKelly Hunt talk about their concept of Imago-therapy.

30 viciously funny, almost true stories, perfect for a hot summer day.

In 19 interviews Weidinger gives an insight into the many different ways to deal with mental
health issues.

256 pages, hardcover
All rights available

224 pages, hardcover
All rights available
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